Recently elected as new freshman class officers are Ken Kalloway, president; Dan McMorrow, vice-president; Karen Sweeney, secretary, and Joe McCarthy, treasurer (not present).
Celebration Coming Up
10th Anniversary Of Co-education at PC

By Peggy Hogan

The plans have just been finalized for a unique kind of PC celebration. October marks the 10th anniversary of co-education at Providence College. The 10th anniversary marks a significant milestone in the College's history.

The anniversary celebration will be held from October 28 to 31 and will include a wide range of events. The celebration will be kicked off with the dedication of the Peterson Recreation Center. The center has been named in honor of the Very Rev. Mikula, O.P., in recognition of his service as President of Providence College.

The anniversary celebration will also include a panel discussion featuring current female students and the anniversary slide show. The show will be followed by a cocktail reception and dinner at the Providence Marriott. The college has tentatively set Saturday, October 28, as the date for the celebration.

The anniversary celebration will continue on October 29 with a student-led panel discussion featuring current female students and the anniversary slide show. The panel will discuss their experiences at Providence College and their thoughts on the future of co-education.

On October 30, the celebration will conclude with a special double feature showing of "The King and I" and "The Sound of Music." The double feature will be held at the Peterson Theatre, and tickets are available for purchase at the box office.

The anniversary celebration is a chance for current and past students, faculty, and alumni to come together and celebrate the 10th anniversary of co-education at Providence College. It is a time to reflect on the past and look forward to the future.

63% Vote in Frosh Elections
Officer Plan Class Events

The Class of 1985 with a voter turnout of about 63 percent recently elected their class officers and representatives to Student Congress. The Class of 1984 officers and representatives were Joe Corradino, Christine Magnier, Mary Mary Lewis, Kevin McCarthy, and Dottie Manning.

In discussing their plans for future class events, Kalloway stated that they are still in the planning stage and learning what they will and will not be able to do. Kalloway hopes that in the near future they will be able to present a series of events which will bring the class closer together and prevent the weekend exodus that is becoming more and more common as the year goes on.

Realizing that the drinking age is a critical problem affecting the Junior Ring Weekend, Kalloway stated that they have no choice but to go with non-alcoholic events. Other alternatives being explored include the possibility of trips to Connecticut and New York.

Kalloway also stated that he would like to see more members of the class become involved. The class officers as well as the representatives are more than willing to listen to suggestions that others might have.

Congress Happenings

By Cathy John

Student Congress met Sunday evening, October 18, for the first meeting with freshmen class officers and representatives. All Class of 1985 officers and representatives will be inducted into Congress at next week's meeting.

The legislative committee of Congress reported that a figure skater has been signed. Party Wright reported that the first Fresno favorite committee has finalized its plans for the first Fresno favorite committee. The committee has decided to hold a competition between two favorite committees.
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Realizing that the drinking age is a critical problem affecting the Junior Ring Weekend, Kalloway stated that they have no choice but to go with non-alcoholic events. Other alternatives being explored include the possibility of trips to Connecticut and New York.
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Philadelphia Story" on Wednesday night, starting at 8 p.m. in '64 Hall.

Corporation representative Jon McGuire reported that a search committee has been formed to find a replacement for Dr. Paul van K. Thomson, vice president of academic affairs. The search committee will be in charge of finding candidates to fill the five positions as the Class of 1986 officers and representatives.

WANTED: News Editor

The Cowl's news editor has resigned, so we are now accepting resumes and letters for this position. COWL Editor in Chief, P.O. Box 2981.

We will be in touch with you regarding the status of your application.
French Culture PC Style

By Beth Ann Salases

If culture is what you want, culture is what you’ll get with the French Club. Although the French Club is not as well known as the Board of Governors, the club offers an entirely different schedule of peak hours has been determined and plans for overall demand. This demand being tallied to determine the number of students using the facility is for one month and the number of observations of the student experience. It would allow our alumni, faculty and students in the theater program.” said Garrity. “Our goal is to have either a rehearsal or a play almost every night of the week.”

In addition to moving from the basement of Harkins Hall to Harkins Hall, the theater department is preparing for the Shakespearean Festival for Oct. 29. Future plans scheduled are five plays (three of which are with the festival) and four music concerts. The fine arts committee of the Board of Governors will be bringing the American Repertory Theater on Nov. 15 as well as future jazz and ballet shows.

The additional space in the auditorium will add a new dimension to Providence College as a cultural center. Someday PC will have a theater of its own. In the meantime, Harkins Hall is a temporary solution to the problem of where to hold theater productions.

“Next year we hope to have more music and fine arts projects in the auditorium,” plans Garrity. “The bottom line is that things are getting better and there is a positive feeling among faculty and students in the theater program.”

The department hopes to put new seats in the auditorium and add lighting equipment.
Students Hanging Up On Burt Reynolds Phone Scam

(CPS) — Burt Reynolds may want you to have his baby, as the ads for his new movie suggest, but he does not want you to have his telephone credit card number.

College students, according to various Bell System officials and campus observers, finally seem to have picked up the message. They are passing on calls from a number of people, who have tried to make calls using the actor’s credit card numbers, reports Dana B. Birch, an editor at the student paper at Canisius College in New York. “But they seem to be laying off now,” they’re scared of what may happen next, she says.

Security specialist B. Foster of Pacific Bell across the country also notes “the calls have definitely tapered off.” But not by an apparently sizably number of college students around the country spent much of September using one of two credit card numbers allegedly belonging to Reynolds. Calls went to places as distant as Europe and Saudi Arabia, creating a bill some estimate may be in the millions, and raising the corporate ire of the Bell system.

Reynolds allegedly told Burt, who disclosed the credit numbers without comment following a legal advice, had said he believed he had been with Ma Bell. Reynolds, the Times, Johnny Carson and AT&T all say it’s not true.

The word of mouth phenomenon is just the latest resurfacing of a time-honored hoax practiced with audacious regularity over the past fifteen years.

Business Dept.

Early Registration

A special spring semester registration for business majors only will be held in October. The purpose of the registration is to ensure that business department students have the best possible schedules from the viewpoint of taking required courses in the correct sequence, avoiding having to postpone registration because of course overloads, and meeting the academic objectives of each student.

The registration procedure will be as follows:

1. Registration cards will be available from your advisor beginning October 15 (see “Faculty Advisors” section in the DBA newsletter).

2. Cards are to be completed for required business courses only and signed by your advisor. See course listing included in the DBA newsletter.

3. Signed cards should be taken to the registration site in Koffler Hall 103 according to the schedule that follows:
   - Class of ’82 — Oct. 22 (Thursday)
   - Class of ’83 — Oct. 23 (Friday)
   - Class of ’84 — Oct. 24 (Tuesday)
   - Class of ’85 — Oct. 27 (Friday)

Students should register on the assigned date and at the time indicated.

FAA Goes to College

Daytona Beach, FL (CPS) — In what could be a move to fill the gap left by 12,000 striking air traffic controllers, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has negotiated with Florida’s Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University to allow junior and senior college students to work toward becoming air traffic controllers.

“We’ve been flooded with calls from students since we printed the fact that what they’ve been doing is a criminal offense,” says news editor Jenny Abdo at the Daily Texan in Austin. “They keep asking, ‘What am I going to do? I don’t want to go to jail.’ ”

Bell may have defused the two credit numbers that had circulated. “One of my friends tried it yesterday, and it didn’t work,” says a business staffer at the Daily Northwestern in Evanston. Illinois Bell’s Johnston blames the continuing hoax on “the late sixties movement among America’s underground and college press, of which many instructed people how to steal from the phone company. That and instant from the general media helped keep this kind of scam going on.”

“I don’t know how anyone with intelligence could believe such a story in the first place,” he laments.

New Coordinator Named For Alumni Activities

Diane E. Childs, of East Providence, RI, has been appointed coordinator of alumni activities at Providence College.

Childs will be responsible for planning and promoting on-campus alumni events, activities and services, as well as supervising the Alumni Travel Program.

Before joining the PC staff, Miss Childs served as an Explorer Executive for the Narragansett Council of Boy Scouts of America, where she managed the statewide career education program.

She is a member of both the Rhode Island Career Education Association and Working Women of Rhode Island.

IS THIS YOUR LUCKY DAY?

You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the stars. Jean Dixon’s latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away.

CALL JEANE DIXON’S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE:

Teck phone 24 hours a day. It’s always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you’ll find out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call might just make your day.

Aries (March 21-April 20) — 1-212-976-5650
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — 1-212-976-5750
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — 1-212-976-5850
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — 1-212-976-5950
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — 1-212-976-6262
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — 1-212-976-6362

New England Telephone
Wanted VP For Academic Administration

At the end of this academic year, Providence College will be seeking a new vice president of academic administration. This position will be filled by the end of the year in the event that no suitable candidate is found, the search would then be opened to the community outside of Providence College.

The president also noted that in order to determine what specific and necessary qualifications to look for in the candidate, the committee would most likely confer with the deans, the Faculty Senate and the Student Congress could have seats on the search committee, in addition to representatives of the Corporation.

There can be no argument that the position has on the overall responsibility and influence this candidate will have on the College community. The president of the College, O.P. (one of which is a student), has been nominated and confirmed as a member of the Corporation (one of which is a student), has been nominated and confirmed as a member of the Corporation, and the faculty and personnel related matters. The position also entails the supervision of the various academic deparments. The president also serves as the chairman of the committee on rank and tenure and oversees the hiring, firing and promotions of faculty members.

Because of the tremendous responsibility and influence this position has on the overall academic structure of the College, the Editorial Board of The Cowl feels that the search for the new vice president should be explicit as to who will be considered for the position. One with a Ph.D., several published books or articles, and a nationwide recognition as a matter in his discipline would be highly desirable. Naturally, the most effective way of attracting such candidates is through nationwide advertisements.

Such an open, professional search is customary of most colleges and universities today to fill important administrative positions. This would eliminate the need to discuss candidate qualifications with various committees or on an individual basis. It is necessary to ascertain the qualifications of candidates through nationwide advertisements.

An open search for the new vice president is, after all, the most logical step for PC to take in pursuit of further growth as an institution of higher education.
THE LEARNING WORLD

by Dr. Richard Meisler

Babies, Dollars, and the Reagan Administration

In May the United Nations World Health Organization voted to ban advertising of infant formula that tends to discourage breast-feeding. The main concern was for the health of babies in the Third World, where mothers have often been persuaded to use formula to the detriment of their infants. The vote was 118 to 1. The United States cast the only vote against the resolution. Here are some of the facts concerning the American decision to cast the negative vote:

a) Although the Departments of State and Health and Human Services recommended that we abstain (President Reagan's closest associates) ordered the negative vote.

b) Two top officials of the U.S. Agency for International Development resigned in protest of their country's vote. They were Stephen C. Joseph, a pediatrician and the Agency's highest-ranking health expert, and Eugene Bell, AID's Deputy Assistant Administrator for Food and Nutrition. Dr. Joseph said, "What is at stake is whether this country will be vigorous in pursuit of better health for children and whether we will cooperate with other members of the World Health Organization in this effort."

c) Seventy-five members of Congress wrote to President Reagan asking him to change his mind. The letter said, "The lives of millions of babies may depend on your decision.

d) The major American producers of infant formula, Abbott Laboratories, American Home Products Corporation and the Bristol Myers Company, waged a vigorous and expensive campaign for the "no" vote. Here are some facts about the difference between breast-feeding and formula-feeding of infants:

a) Breast milk contains two important substances, immunoglobulin A (IgA) and immunoglobulin M (IgM) which are not present in infant formulas. IgA and IgM provide infants with protection against the kinds of infections that are the major cause of infant death in poor countries. It takes some time before babies can manufacture IgA and IgM on their own, so it is important for them to get these substances from their mothers' milk during the first months of life.

b) Breast milk contains lactoferrin, a protein that slows the growth of important infectious bacteria. It also contains two types of white blood cell, macrophages and lymphocytes, which fight infection.

c) Studies show that middle-class infants in affluent industrial countries do equally well on formula-feeding and breast-feeding. Good sanitation and health-care facilities protect these babies from infection. In all other settings, every study that has been done shows that formula-fed babies have higher death rates and that the differences are sometimes huge.

Recently, the Reagan Administration told the World Health Organization that the United States would vote against the resolution because they were fighting the spread of AIDS. There has been some confusion about the connection between these two issues.

AIDS was first identified in the United States in 1981. As of October 1983, there were 165,547 cases and 70,016 deaths from AIDS in the United States. The vast majority of these cases were in homosexual men and intravenous drug users. Homosexual men are estimated to account for 64% of all AIDS cases in the United States. Intravenous drug use is estimated to account for 15% of all AIDS cases in the United States.

The Reagan Administration's claim that the United States would vote against the resolution because of AIDS is based on the assumption that the resolution is a threat to the spread of AIDS. However, the resolution is not a threat to the spread of AIDS. The resolution is a threat to the spread of breast-feeding, which is an important method of preventing the spread of AIDS. The resolution is also a threat to the spread of infant mortality, which is an important method of preventing the spread of AIDS.
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satisfying the necessary prerequisites. They registered without draw from any course for which the registration period. Also requests will be handled during the nature of the registration you via your Friar P.O. Box. Beginning November 9, therefore, they will be returned to the DBA newsletter.) This major (see Program Schedules in the end of the spring business course enrollment time. Only exceptional ad-
courses to be finalized at this

were held on October 30, 1981, to be okay. The code did not attempt to bind nations into obligatory action, but that all these picky tendencies be done away with. I suggest is getting rid of the rules because girls drink more than boys. Now what I don't want to suggest is getting rid of the rules and their subsequent enforcing or a big crackdown on the male dorms. I think a little balance should be established. I suggest that all these picky tendencies be done away with.

But in the meantime, next time you want to leave your room, here are a few helpful hints: pull those bottles used as doorstops. Don't you think things are getting out of hand now? When a person cannot even walk out of her room for fear of being written up it means that something is wrong. But in the meantime, next time you want to leave your room, here are a few helpful hints: pull the door open suddenly (don't let anyone know you are going to do it). When a person cannot even walk out of her room for fear of being written up it means that something is wrong.

Are you proud of your country's behavior in this matter?

**BUSINESS**

specified on the registration card. Hopefully this system will alleviate past problems with long lines. No early arrivals will be processed. All students must follow the required sequence of courses as specified for their major (see Program Schedules in the IRA newsletter.) This situation will be closely monitored at registration and any exceptions must be approved by the department chairman – Mr. Robert Aulander.

4. A one day adjustment period will be held on October 30, 1981, to handle any final changes prior to College registration. Students should consider their business courses to be finalized at this time. Only exceptional adjustments will be allowed in business course enrollment during the adjustment period at the beginning of the spring semester. Hence, students are advised to make any adjustments on October 20.

5. The registration cards used now will also be used during the College registration period beginning November 9. Therefore, they will be returned to you via your Friar P.O. Box.

Due to the time consuming nature of the registration process, no change of major requests will be handled during the registration period. Also students will be required to withdraw from any course for which they registered without satisfying the necessary prerequisites.

**FAA**

Coding the FAA might like replacing strikers with college graduates, who are notoriously reluctant to join unions. Motzell points out that PATCO- Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization “was not originally a union. They were strictly a professional organization, which is probably the way it should have been all along. They didn’t play according to the rules.”

Besides, he claims, “If you have someone with a college degree, he has more options in his career: more growth potential. This would relieve much of the hostile, dead-end bitterness that exists now within the air traffic control system.”

Motzell knows of no other university similarly contacted by the FAA to imitate a training program.

When asked about the FAA-Embry-Riddle negotiations, a PATCO spokesman admits, “This is the first I’ve heard about it. If they’re attempting a replacement program, it’ll have to be a big one. They have to replace 12,000 people.”

**STALAG**

(Continued from Page 5) written up and it looks as if she will. She was told that it was too bad, but there were no dead leaves floating around in the bottom of the bottle. I agree, it is her own fault for being careless, stupid to have not known that keeping an empty liquor bottle is a crime here at PC. What . . . you didn’t know that? Quick — run to your dorm rooms now get rid of those Humble bottles filled with change and those bottles used as doorstops. Don’t you think things are getting out of hand now? When a person cannot even walk out of her room for fear of being written up it means that something is wrong with our school.

Also, talk about double standards — you could roll a keg into a male dorm but try to slip a half pint of vodka under your own in a female dorm and the desk person actually cards you! The first week of school no boys were written up in their dorms as opposed to over thirty girls in their dorms. Let’s face it, it is not because girls drink more than boys.

Now what I don’t want to suggest is getting rid of the rules and their subsequent enforcing or a big crackdown on the male dorms. But in the meantime, next time you want to leave your room, here are a few helpful hints: pull those bottles used as doorstops. Don’t you think things are getting out of hand now? When a person cannot even walk out of her room for fear of being written up it means that something is wrong.

Are you proud of your country’s behavior in this matter?

**BABIES**

(Continued from Page 7) happier than breast-fed babies. Here are some facts about the marketing and use of infant formula in recent years anyway.

Here are some facts about the infant formula code that the United States voted against:

1. The code consists of a series of recommendations for countries to control advertising of infant formula. Each country’s participation would be voluntary. The code did not attempt to bind nations into obligatory action.

The code recommends that countries ban advertising of formula that discourages breast feeding.

The code also recommends prohibiting the distribution of free samples to pregnant women, forbidding direct sales to mothers, and restricting the contents of labels.

Most manufacturers of infant formula have said that the recommendations are reasonable, and that they have been following most of them in recent years anyway.

Here is a question about this episode:

Are you proud of your country’s behavior in this matter?

**EMPLOYER PRESENTATIONS**

Students from all majors and all years are invited.
Features

Octoberfest 1981: Sardines In Slavin

By Linda Zaccardo

An air of excitement surrounded the night as students, faculty and parents crowded for the traditional Oktoberfest celebration. The long-anticipated 2,000 people formed a rather intimate crowd which populated both Upper and Lower Slavin Center. The semi-formal atmosphere was appreciated by the socializing all worked together to create.

When asked what is the great attraction of this event, Father Peterson, director of the observance of Oktoberfest, replied, "It has a very intimate atmosphere. The last students seemed to have enjoyed the more formal social as a venue. In the last century, many happy memories were harbored by alumni and faculty. The Briar Leonard Orchestra in Alumni Cafeteria and the Idaho Island Barbarians in the Harkins put on an energetic crowd to the dance floors.

The Chateaux of the Loire Valley started 10 years ago. It was originally associated with the inauguration of Father Peterson as president of the College. Alumnae have been returning on this occasion ever since for the purpose of annual reunions. When Father Peterson, Class of '81, was asked why he returned to Providence College this event, he said that he was in the area and thought it was a good opportunity to see all of his friends again. He claimed that Oktoberfest was "exactly as expected -- like all the Oktoberfests that I've been in." John Lasy, also Class of '81, came from Reading, Mass., for the observance of Oktoberfest. "It was my first time," he said, "and I really enjoyed the separate ways with fondest memories of Oktoberfest 1981.

Loire Valley Absolute Heaven

By Patricia O'Neill

Living off campus is almost a necessity for those students who do not live at home. Living off campus would be absolute heaven if the housing just happened to be located in the Loire Valley of France. Dr. Simone Ferguson of the language department presented a guided tour of the chateaux of the Loire Valley while we were in the Loire Valley.

The Chateaux are in a unique location. They are spaced along a slope stretching from the banks of the Loire River. During the Middle Ages this spot was famous for its wonderful climate, exquisite beauty, and navigational accessibility. The Loire Valley is known as a downpayment on a potato sack. It is not surprising, therefore, that the Loire Valley provided the setting of some of the most famous chateaux. The Loire Valley is unique in that it is one of the few places in the world where a castles were preserved of their original condition.

The castles of the Loire Valley are the mixture of the centuries. The central core of some are classical in style, while there are also definite traces of the Gothic and the Renaissance architecture. The gargoylees contributed a great deal to the appearance of the towers which combine the Medieval and the Eastern influence.

For those dissatisfied with dormitory life, there are some amazing possibilities. Leonardo da Vinci once lived there and rumor has it that he was satisfied with the living

Scribbling From Fribourg

By Francie Frosh

Well, what are the main characteristics you are seeking? Is it physical attractiveness, intelligence, athletic prowess, personality, a good time, a friendly smile or just any living memory of the opposite sex? Without meaning to beat a dead horse, it is October 21 and many still face the JRW date dilemma.

The timeclock ticks tediously away. Sam and Sue are no longer dating. Sally never was. Tim has his eye on Jane who was infatuated with Joe since freshman year. Senior studs are afraid to answer the phone while Frankie Fred is torn between two prospects. It is not sounding like a snap opera but it is PC's own version of As The Calendar Turns. Surely the days are slipping by and with each crumpled piece of paper bearing another futile October day in big black over-shadowing letters, the apeman or woman in your philosophy class no longer appears so unappealing.

After all, it's only $67, who cares who you go with? I mean, $67 is only enough to keep yourself well nourished and happy in your off campus apartment for the next three weeks. It's only enough to pay that phone bill hovering over your head since freshman year. Or enough to do your Christmas shopping and still have some left over for a pitcher in the Flat. If you were thinking of splitting a bed by some mystical miracle, it would be just about enough to put down a deposit on a potato sack for Thursday night or enough to get your suit cleaned and buy new socks and a tie to match.

But as the days go by, “Who cares about the money, I just need a date” echoes nervously throughout Narkins hallways. Slavin Center and the infamous Last Resort. After all, Ring Weekend is a Providence College tradition and this year’s schedule of events is certainly well worth a bid. You know, King Kong or Miss Piggy would probably be tons of fun.

Everyone’s got a garden in their own backyard. One man’s succulent plum is another’s shredded prune and vice versa.

Some fruits are almost overripe with anxiety. By Thursday, November 19, nothing will be left but the pits.
Dear R&P,

I have known this guy at PC for over two years now and we have been best friends. He's always there when I need him and he understands my problems. Now I want to be more than friends. Important social events are in the near future and I can't think of a better date. Should I tell him I want more than friendship or have things be?

Confused

Dear Confused,

Does your friend have anyone special in his life now? If not, then go ahead and tell him you'd like to go with him to those social events. Maybe something good will come of it. See what his reactions are and what he acts like.

In other words, play it by ear—after all, you wouldn't want to ruin your friendship if you should attack him and he didn't want you to! It could happen that he might start to like you as more than a friend after those social events are over.

Good Luck!

R&P

Dear R&P,

My roommate's boyfriend is constantly in the room. Believe it or not he even stays after parietals. I feel that I have absolutely no privacy. Should I confront her with this? I'm afraid that a confrontation might ruin the relationship that we have. I don't want her to have to choose between the two of us. Please help!

There's a crowd

Dear Crowd,

If your roommate truly cared about your "relationship" with her, then she wouldn't abuse your privacy by having her boyfriend over constantly. Also, having him stay even after parietals shows that she doesn't have any consideration or respect for you. Not to mention if she ever got caught, you'd have a fine to pay.

It's a tough situation, but you should confront her and tell her how you feel. If she's a true friend she'll listen, respect your feelings, and do something about it. If she's not worth living with ask for a room change?

R&P

Dear Confused,

It's a tough situation, but you should confront her and tell her how you feel. If she's a true friend she'll listen, respect your feelings, and do something about it. If she's not worth living with ask for a room change!

R&P

Dear R&P,

Three's a crowd

Dear Crowd,

If your roommate truly cared about your "relationship" with her, then she wouldn't abuse your privacy by having her boyfriend over constantly. Also, having him stay even after parietals shows that she doesn't have any consideration or respect for you. Not to mention if she ever got caught, you'd have a fine to pay, too!

It's a tough situation, but you should confront her and tell her how you feel. If she's a true friend she'll listen, respect your feelings, and do something about it. If she's not worth living with ask for a room change!

R&P

Send a letter to R&P, care of Friars Box No. 2861.

By Erin Donahue and Susan Young

Leo

Be optimistic, things will take a turn for the better. You'll discover an inner confidence in yourself that you didn't know you had. Take part in a sport. You'll find yourself invigorated and happy.

Aquarius

Love and romance find their way to you this week. Be thankful, but don't let it rule your life. The pressure of mid-terms is still on. Always remember, work before pleasure.

Scorpion

Don't be so sarcastic, people are beginning to take you seriously. Use better judgement in difficult situations.

Taurus

You're strong Taurus, but too many nights at the bar can weaken anyone. Buckle down this week and catch up on all the work that's been piling up.

Aries

You yearn for the simplicity of the old days. Satisfy that need and take a trip to Shortbridge Village this Saturday. The hectic days are almost over. Be patient!

Cancer

Your outgoing personality will serve you well this week. Drop into Mural Lounge for a midnight snack. Something special is on the way, you can feel it in the air. Keep your hopes up!

Sagittarius

Your changing opinions are disturbing many people. Stick to your first impressions. Broaden your horizons and take in Thursday night's miniconcert.

Capricorn

You're a real comedian. The Last Resort's new feature "Fathos" is just what you need. Keep your spirits up and don't be discouraged by mid-terms.

Gemini

This is a good week to head into downtown Providence. You may find something special in the Arcade. Send a letter to an old friend, you'll get one in return.

Virgo

You're shy but try to overcome it. Get out and enjoy this weekend. Be a little daring. Your efforts will be rewarded. You have an inatillable desire for a friend. Find one!

Libra

You're a rational person. Don't let a lot of complicated problems boggle your mind. Take them one step at a time. Take a break and treat yourself to an ice cream or some pizza.

Dear R&P,

I've known this guy at PC for over two years now and we have been best friends. He's always there when I need him and he understands my problems. Now I want to be more than friends. Important social events are in the near future and I can't think of a better date. Should I tell him I want more than friendship or have things be?

Confused

Dear Confused,

Does your friend have anyone special in his life now? If not, then go ahead and tell him you'd like to go with him to those social events. Maybe something good will come of it. See what his reactions are and what he acts like.

In other words, play it by ear—after all, you wouldn't want to ruin your friendship if you should attack him and he didn't want you to! It could happen that he might start to like you as more than a friend after those social events are over.

Good Luck!

R&P

Dear Crowd,

If your roommate truly cared about your "relationship" with her, then she wouldn't abuse your privacy by having her boyfriend over constantly. Also, having him stay even after parietals shows that she doesn't have any consideration or respect for you. Not to mention if she ever got caught, you'd have a fine to pay, too!

It's a tough situation, but you should confront her and tell her how you feel. If she's a true friend she'll listen, respect your feelings, and do something about it. If she's not worth living with ask for a room change!

R&P

Send a letter to R&P, care of Friars Box No. 2861.

By Erin Donahue and Susan Young
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**No Alcohol Lots More Fun**

By Judy McNamara and Jean Ludwig

Whoever thought that a raise in the price of alcohol would guide hinderers to College social life? This past weekend, the Student Congress and the BOC sponsored a non-alcoholic social night in the Last Resort featuring the band Pyramid. There was no admission charge and free hot dogs and soda were provided. An estimated 200 PC students enjoyed the great entertainment and close-knit atmosphere the Resort provided.

This event was followed up by a showing of the movie “Caddy Shack” Saturday night in the Hal. Free Pizza and soda were also provided. Over 400 students packed into Main Center for this event.

It is obvious that the weekend was a success. But where did it all begin? Who funded it? Who helped it to run so smoothly? Approximately three weeks ago, Dave Mikula, President of Student Congress; Jim O’Connor, COA member; Jim McGuire and Kevin Gleason, members of Congress; and Nancy Schiano, BOG President, formed a committee for the purpose of planning social events for the weekend, regardless of one’s age. They were led by Dave Mikula, vice-president of Student Services, who offered to fund these two events out of the kindness of his heart.

The committee felt that alternative weekend socials were necessary. Mikula related that without events for the freshmen and sophomores, students got discouraged. The committee was eager to see the response to their events and without a doubt, the weekend was a success. The newly elected freshmen officers and representatives handled publicity and worked down at the events, selling tickets and handing out literature. A joint effort by all those interested in the idea was evidenced.

The successfulness of such events lies in the hands of the students. Fortunately, the fact that everything was free was not the main attraction. Such events will likely continue since some funding will probably come from the students’ pockets.

On another note, would Ray Boston have been as successful Saturday at the Resort if it had been a non-alcoholic atmosphere? In an interview with Ray Boston during his breaks he said that he played the same type of music to both drinking and non-drinking crowds. He also said that a lot of success is a lot better response from the dry crowds than the overdrunk audience. We were wondering how, he would approach his “cocktail” nights, where there were no cocktails to hold up.

The Last Resort, as usual, provided a fun time for all who attended and we hope to partake in many more events.

---

**BeatFeat How Next**

By Cathy Graziano

Last Thursday night, the Coffeehouse at the Last Resort came alive with acoustic and folk rock sounds of the band Beat Feat. Though the crowd remained small for the first set, Beat Feat managed to stay up and perform a second set from around 9 p.m., when people were staying for mid-term finals had enough of the books and began wandering down, a fairly good crowd formed. Beat Feat projects a dynamic stage personality and drew quite a lot of crowd feedback.

Craig Carter, Ken DuLong, and John Winters make up Beat. The band formed about two years ago. Craig played in some progressive rock bands before Beat Feat formed and also worked at last year’s Coffeehouse in western Massachusetts. Kenny has had 10 years of experience, while John has been playing folk music in a study work, before joining up with Craig and Ken in last year’s Coffeehouse, John came into the group after working with a top New Jersey band and he also did studio work.

The three members of the band admit to being family guys with their main focus on the group. As John says they “function as a unit” and genuinely seem to have fun together and bring their own style, and off stage they are professional and realize the need for the right equipment to achieve the best possible sound. The band sticks to the “acoustic backgrounds” according to Craig and are into the whole aspect of music. Right now, Beat Feat is concentrating on getting the name out. They also write music, in fact, John and Kenny were quarter-finalists in the American Songwriters Festival.

Beat Feat would rather play colleges than in bars rooms. They like crowds who listen to their music instead of just background music. John summed up the group’s feelings in saying that they feel “size is not what is important, but the receptiveness of the crowd that counts.” Playing the type of music they do, they have to work hard to find work. The band feels that with name on the radio they can work hard to find jobs, that they can take better care of themselves than with an acoustic group with no name.

Spending an average of four nights per week playing a blend of their own music along with cover material that showcases the band’s talents. In their two previous visits to PC, they’ve been well-received with last year’s appearance as the warm-up band for Jettz-Two and this past weekend as opening act of Ines Pereira. With their desire to perform, the band is working on a second album. A very special, exquisitely organized affair was the performance of Helder Costa’s “The Portuguese Dilemma” present Oct. 16 at East Campus Library.

After an extremely successful and dramatic reading, Helder Costa explained that he had just finished his last bottle of wine. With his humor that comes only when one understands misery, he looks to the golden, rotten past with all its glories and abuses and deception. She laments that the great drinking parties of the past were not always the best in the society. To all of you who decided to attend both events, you had a better time, and why?

**Kicking the Dead Machine**

Friday night, October 15, over 100 listeners gathered in Aquinas Lounge to hear the celebrated writer Donald Hall read a number of his poems along with some new unpublished poems from his latest collection which will be entitled “To A Waterfowl,” which Thursday night’s audience could very easily associate with. Hall read a few of his poems for the first time, by Gil Vicente, although one might guess that the bard would have been ashamed to do his quill and take credit for Costa’s script.

A single girl, married by what contemporary Portuguese poet Miguel Forco calls “the greatest stain,” lay stretched out on the ground, abandoned by all but her mother and the pigs who grow more intense in her belief. Her pain is a lament, her voice a side. She feels at once both the anguish of her heart life and the pains of birth. The burning left the one by the one who abandoned her, and the throbbing ache caused by the one who will shortly join her.

Sheep and the audience shares in her promise of new glory and hopelessness to escape present misery.

**BeatFeat How Next**

By S.J.J. McGuire

Guerra’s personalities have in common is the actress’ talent, not a voice or even an accent, but a physicality! Her female cronies on stage! Mr. Hall is the Portuguese dramatist group The Barraca, who decided to attend both events, who came to America to pose that “the Portuguese Dilemma” is presently on tour in New England, spreading the story of this research should be

After an extremely successful and dramatic reading, Helder Costa explained that he had just finished his last bottle of wine. With his humor that comes only when one understands misery, he looks to the golden, rotten past with all its glories and abuses and deception. She laments that the great drinking parties held with “the girls” no longer can be; she recalls the nights of inebriated ecstasy at all-night taverns. On another note, would Ray Boston during his breaks he said that he played the same type of music to both drinking and non-drinking crowds. He also said that a lot of success is a lot better response from the dry crowds than the overdrunk audience. We were wondering how, he would approach his “cocktail” nights, where there were no cocktails to hold up.

The Last Resort, as usual, provided a fun time for all who attended and we hope to partake in many more events.

---

**Donald Hall Visits PC**

By Mary Beth Wharton

Thursday night, October 15, over 100 listeners gathered in Aquinas Lounge to hear the celebrated writer Donald Hall read a number of his poems along with some new unpublished poems from his latest collection which will be entitled “To A Waterfowl,” which Thursday night’s audience could very easily associate with.

These poems will be part of his next collection which will be published very soon.

The 53-year-old poet and prose writer was educated at Harvard and taught English for 10 years at the University of Michigan. Mr. Hall has spent the last 18 years living in New Hampshire and claims—that he can “roostah” (pronounced “rostah”) as well as any native!

In closing, Donald Hall ended the poetry reading with a recent elegy to his friend and fellow poet James Wright of Ohio and a poem about the Italian Cheese family entitled “O Cheese” from his book “Theā, the Dead Machine.”

Between readings of his works, Hall interspersed his poems with humorous anecdotes and insights into the nature of the world and moods of particular poems. The poet even read a poem he had composed while at the Resort on “To A Waterfowl,” which Thursday night’s audience could very easily associate with.

Donald Hall also read a few of his new poems for the first time,
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WHAT COULD THE ARMY POSSIBLY OFFER A BRIGHT PERSON LIKE YOU?

Drop your guard for a minute. Even though you're in college right now, there are many aspects of the Army that you might find very attractive. Maybe even irresistible. See for yourself.

MED SCHOOL, ON US
You read it right. The Army's Health Professionals Scholarship Program provides necessary tuition, books, lab fees, even microscope rental during medical school.

Plus a monthly stipend that works out to about $6,000 a year.

After you're accepted into medical school, you can be accepted into our program. Then you're commissioned and you go through school as a Second Lieutenant in the Army Reserve.

The hitch? Very simple. After you graduate, you give the Army a year as a doctor for every year you give the Army you as a med student, with a minimum obligation of three years service.

INTERNSHIP RESIDENCY & CASH BONUSES
Besides scholarships to medical school, the Army also offers AMA-approved first-year post-graduate and residency training programs. Such training adds no further obligation to the scholarship participant. But any Civilian Graduate Medical Education sponsored by the Army gives you a one-year obligation for every year of sponsorship, with a minimum obligation of two years service.

But you get a $9,000 annual bonus every year you're paying back medical school or post-graduate training. So you not only get your medical education paid for, you get extra pay while you're paying it back. Not a bad deal.

A GREAT PLACE TO BE A NURSE
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is one of excellence, dedication, even heroism. And it's a challenge to live up to.

Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome of professionalism, regarded as a critical member of the Army Medical Team.

A BSN degree is required. And the clinical spectrum is almost impossible to match in civilian practice.

And, since you'll be an Army Officer, you'll enjoy more respect and authority than most of your civilian counterparts. You'll also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay and officer's privileges.

Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army Nurse, you could be selected for graduate degree programs at civilian universities.

ADVANCED NURSING COURSE, TUITION-FREE
You get tuition, pay and living allowances. You can also take Nurse Practitioner courses and courses in many clinical specialities. All on the Army's dime.

While these programs do not cost you any money, most of them do incur an additional service obligation.

A CHANCE TO PRACTICE LAW
If you're about to get your law degree and are admitted to the bar, you should consider a commission in the Judge Advocate General Corps. Because in the Army, you get to practice law right from the start.

While your classmates are still doing other lawyers' research and other lawyers' briefs, you could have your own cases, your own clients, in effect, your own practice.

Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and privileges of being an Officer in the United States Army. With a chance to travel and make the most of what you've worked so hard to become. A real, practicing lawyer. Be an Army Lawyer.

ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS
Though you're too late for a 4-year scholarship, there are 3-, 2- and even 1-year scholarships available.

They include tuition, books, and lab fees. Plus $800 a month living allowance. Naturally they're very competitive. Because besides helping you towards your degree, an ROTC scholarship helps you towards the gold bars of an Army Officer.

Stop by the ROTC office on campus and ask about details.

UP TO $150 A MONTH
You can combine service in the Army Reserve or National Guard with Army ROTC and get between $7,000 and $14,000 while you're still in school.

It's called the Simultaneous Membership Program. You get $150 a month as an Advanced Army ROTC Cadet and an additional $70 a month (seargent's pay) as an Army Reservist.

When you graduate, you'll be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant, but not necessarily assigned to active duty. Find out about it.

A BONUS FOR PART-TIME WORK
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlisting in some Army Reserve units. Or up to $4,000 in educational benefits.

The Army has a program in which money saved for college is matched two-for-one by the government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous bonus is added to that.

So 2 years of service can get you up to $15,200 for college. 3 and 4 years up to $20,100. In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available for 4-year enlistments in selected skills.

Add in the experience and maturity gained, and the Army can send an individual back to college a richer person in more ways than one.

We hope these Army opportunities have intrigued you as well as surprised you. Because there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright person like you.

For more information, send the coupon.

Please tell me more about:
□ (AM) Medical School and Army Medicine.
□ (AN) the Army Nurse Corps. □ (AL) Army Law.
□ (FR) ROTC Scholarships. □ (SS) Army Reserve Bonuses.
□ (PC) Army Education Benefits.

Please tell me more about:
□ AM Medical School and Army Medicine.
□ AN the Army Nurse Corps. □ AL Army Law.
□ FR ROTC Scholarships. □ SS Army Reserve Bonuses.
□ PC Army Education Benefits.

Note: To insure receipt of information requested, all blanks must be completed.
Ladies’ Soccer Tie Stonehill

By Christine Merle

Last Saturday the Lady Friar’s soccer club, coached by juniors Ann Wendth and Vin Gulisano, tied the varsity soccer team from Stonehill, 2-2. The club now has a record of 4-2-1. Earlier in the season PC had lost to the same Stonehill team. After the first half the Lady Friars were down by two goals. PC sophomore Lynn McDermott scored the first goal off a pretty cornerkick by freshman Karen Joyce. Despite a disappointing second half, the Lady Friars had picked up momentum.

The second PC goal came in the middle of the second half as freshman Karen Joyce took the shot off a break away. Karen and Lynn’s goals psyched the Lady Friars into playing an impressive second half. The two five minute overtime periods were offensive ones for both teams. Stonehill came close to scoring, but due to defensive playing by PC, they were stopped in their tracks. Aggressive defense by goalie Kellee Callahan, junior Laura Callahan, sophomore Kathy Zweir made freshman Cathy Zweir make penetration impossible for the women from Stonehill.

Coach Gulisano was pleased with the Lady Friar’s performance. “They played a good game and got psyched during the halftime talk. We decided we wouldn’t lose to them again.” Even though the Lady Friars were disappointed in the outcome of the game, they are a young team determined to excel in their soccer skills.

Field Hockey Wins Pair, 5-3-2

Led by Paula Monahan’s three goals and a sound overall defensive effort, the Lady Friar’s field hockey team improved its record to 5-3-2 over the past two weeks. The Lady Friars defeated Colby College by a 2-0 score and followed that up with an impressive 3-0 shutout of the University of Maine.

On Sunday, October 11, the Lady Friars traveled to Colby College. It did not take them long to get on the scoreboard as senior captain Paula Monahan scored an unassisted goal just 20 seconds into the contest. In the second half PC notched an insurance goal when Jackie Gladu tallied the score on an assist by Carol Finn.

Coach Kate Denning complimented Carol, now a sophomore, on her fine play throughout the week. The Lady Friars managed the victory despite being outshot 12-11 by Colby. Goalie Judy Van Schel регистрировала the shutout for the victors.

The following day the Lady Friars played the University of Maine in another away contest. PC played another fine game as they shut down the Maine offense and came away with a 3-0 victory. Both defenses took over in the first half and at half time the contest was scoreless. In the second half the Friars erupted for three goals as they dominated the Maine club. Paula Monahan scored the first of her two goals in the half to put Providence ahead. Monica Glynn assisted on the goal. Freshman Donna Salzoni added an unassisted goal to give the Lady Friars some breathing room. Monahan closed out the scoring on a goal as the final buzzer sounded. Providence made things easy for their goalie as she was only required to make five saves in the game. Providence notched 13 shots on the Maine net.

The Lady Friars host the University of New Hampshire today. This Friday the C.W. Post team comes to Providence and on Saturday, PC will play its final home game of the season against the Eagles of Boston College.

Field Hockey Wins Pair, 5-3-2

Ladies’ Soccer Tie Stonehill
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Last Saturday the Lady Friar’s soccer club, coached by juniors Ann Wendth and Vin Gulisano, tied the varsity soccer team from Stonehill, 2-2. The club now has a record of 4-2-1. Earlier in the season PC had lost to the same Stonehill team. After the first half the Lady Friars were down by two goals. PC sophomore Lynn McDermott scored the first goal off a pretty cornerkick by freshman Karen Joyce. Despite a disappointing second half, the Lady Friars had picked up momentum.

The second PC goal came in the middle of the second half as freshman Karen Joyce took the shot off a break away. Karen and Lynn’s goals psyched the Lady Friars into playing an impressive second half. The two five minute overtime periods were offensive ones for both teams. Stonehill came close to scoring, but due to defensive playing by PC, they were stopped in their tracks. Aggressive defense by goalie Kellee Callahan, junior Laura Callahan, sophomore Kathy Zweir made freshman Cathy Zweir make penetration impossible for the women from Stonehill.
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On Sunday, October 11, the Lady Friars traveled to Colby College. It did not take them long to get on the scoreboard as senior captain Paula Monahan scored an unassisted goal just 20 seconds into the contest. In the second half PC notched an insurance goal when Jackie Gladu tallied the score on an assist by Carol Finn.

Coach Kate Denning complimented Carol, now a sophomore, on her fine play throughout the week. The Lady Friars managed the victory despite being outshot 12-11 by Colby. Goalie Judy Van Schel registered the shutout for the victors.

The following day the Lady Friars played the University of Maine in another away contest. PC played another fine game as they shut down the Maine offense and came away with a 3-0 victory. Both defenses took over in the first half and at half time the contest was scoreless. In the second half the Friars erupted for three goals as they dominated the Maine club. Paula Monahan scored the first of her two goals in the half to put Providence ahead. Monica Glynn assisted on the goal. Freshman Donna Salzoni added an unassisted goal to give the Lady Friars some breathing room. Monahan closed out the scoring on a goal as the final buzzer sounded. Providence made things easy for their goalie as she was only required to make five saves in the game. Providence notched 13 shots on the Maine net.
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Led by Paula Monahan’s three goals and a sound overall defensive effort, the Lady Friar’s field hockey team improved its record to 5-3-2 over the past two weeks. The Lady Friars defeated Colby College by a 2-0 score and followed that up with an impressive 3-0 shutout of the University of Maine.

On Sunday, October 11, the Lady Friars traveled to Colby College. It did not take them long to get on the scoreboard as senior captain Paula Monahan scored an unassisted goal just 20 seconds into the contest. In the second half PC notched an insurance goal when Jackie Gladu tallied the score on an assist by Carol Finn.

Coach Kate Denning complimented Carol, now a sophomore, on her fine play throughout the week. The Lady Friars managed the victory despite being outshot 12-11 by Colby. Goalie Judy Van Schel registered the shutout for the victors.

The following day the Lady Friars played the University of Maine in another away contest. PC played another fine game as they shut down the Maine offense and came away with a 3-0 victory. Both defenses took over in the first half and at half time the contest was scoreless. In the second half the Friars erupted for three goals as they dominated the Maine club. Paula Monahan scored the first of her two goals in the half to put Providence ahead. Monica Glynn assisted on the goal. Freshman Donna Salzoni added an unassisted goal to give the Lady Friars some breathing room. Monahan closed out the scoring on a goal as the final buzzer sounded. Providence made things easy for their goalie as she was only required to make five saves in the game. Providence notched 13 shots on the Maine net.

The Lady Friars host the University of New Hampshire today. This Friday the C.W. Post team comes to Providence and on Saturday, PC will play its final home game of the season against the Eagles of Boston College.

Flag Football

Gavitt Division

Hay-Days-Stay-Bays 6-6(a)
Snow Bound 3-1
Pipefitters 5-2
Mooseheads 3-0
Syntax Errors 2-3
Get Offs 0-7
Processmasters 8-6

Alaimo Division

Panama Express 4-0
Win One 4-1
Kelly’s Heroes 4-2
Hogsters 2-2
Tropics 2-2
Admiral Dick 9-6
PCPH 9-6

Lamorello Division

Diddlers 6-6(a)
Psycho Floor 4-1
7 Days 3-2
Sleeper 2-3
A.D.I.D.A.S. 1-4
Humanoids 0-8
Raymond Raiders 8-5

Mullaney Division

Climax 6-6(a)
Knowledge Bros. 4-1
Cow and the Bulls 3-2
Rush Busters 3-2
6'sers 2-4
Last Call 1-5
Douglas Gamecocks 2-6
(a) Denotes division champs
Standings as of Oct. 16, 1981

Women’s Flag Football

Bert Division

Friar’s Desires 5-0(a)
The Brothers 5-1
Women from Meagher 2-1
Fire on High 1-1
Super Phở 1-2
Last Minutes 0-6

Sheedy Division

Lou’s Angels 5-0(a)
Touchdown Bound 2-1
Imperial Death Commandos 3-2
Brick Houses 2-0
No Names 1-1
Misfits 0-6

Denning Division

The Super 7s 3-7
Butke’s Bombers 2-1
Dore Bells 0-6
Gippers 0-8
(a) Denotes division champs
Standings as of Oct. 16, 1981
**Harriers Outrun 8th Ranked Pennsylvania**

By Chris Lydon

It has been said that streaks are made to be broken; in the case of the Providence College Cross Country team, however, this does not appear to be true. THE STREAK is safe for another year as the Friar harriers ended the dual-meet portion of their season and extended their winning streak 86. Capturing eight of the first twelve places, the team ran to a surprisingly easy 18-41 victory over the eighth ranked Nittany Lions of Penn State.

Pacing the team to their eighth victory of the season was sophomore Geoff Smith; who pulled away from teammates Steve Binns and Ray Treacy beyond the three mile mark, finishing the five mile course in 23:32. 45 seconds under the finishing the five mile course in 9:10. Quinn dropped off the pace and by three miles, the three lead men were thirty yards clear of the rest of the field.

Almost as important as the victory itself was the awesome depth displayed by the top eight Friar runners. Before Penn State's fifth scoring man had crossed the line, Paul Moloney had taken ninth in 24:31. Charlie Breagy tenth in 24:36, and Jimmy Fallon twelfth in 24:50. Coach Amato was nothing but smiles after watching his team run to a relatively easy win over the team that finished third in the nation last year.

Captain Ray Treacy expressed a little surprise at the ease with which the meet was won. "I didn't expect us to break them as early as we did, I thought we would really have to finish hard over the last mile to pull the meet out." Treacy also said he was disappointed that the University of Arkansas did not participate in the meet, after a breakdown in communication with Penn State. "It would have been great to beat both teams." Treacy added. "The way we ran today, it would have been hard for anyone to beat us.

The week before, in a meet at Roger Williams Park in Cranston, the harriers swept to the conference title. After this past weekend, it is clear that this PC team is the best on the East Coast, and could move up to a number two ranking in the country. This weekend, at Franklin Park in Boston, the third annual Big East Championships will be held; where two eastern powers, Georgetown and Villanova, will try to upset the Friars, as they go for their third straight conference title.
Over the last two weeks, the Providence College soccer team has played some outstanding soccer. They also have faced four tough opponents. Though all the games did not end in victory, the booters never said die in any of these matches.

On Oct. 6, during a constant rain storm, the Elks of Yale visited Providence with a respectable ranking of fourth in New England. They left Providence still ranked fourth but with one more game in the loss column, as the Friars upset Yale 2-0.

Yale scored the first goal 13 minutes into the second half and it looked like the Elks would outlast the Friars as Yale dominated the first half with a substantial edge in shots on net. However, PC was not about to give up so easily. At 1:20 of the second half, Art Podgorski tied the game with a hard drive from 10 yards out. Ralph D’Andrea and Colluci score that pushed the Friars up by two goals.

Goal-tender Frank Morris also deserved much credit for this win as he kept Yale off the scoreboard with many saves. This victory moved the Friars up to the number five position in the New England Division polls.

PC next played on Saturday against the number one team in the Division III New England polls, Brandeis. The game remained scoreless until the second half when Brandeis scored three times.

The Soccer team next traveled to Amherst to play UMans in an afternoon game. This game was also scoreless until the 4:15 mark in the first overtime period when Mark Mullins scored. Mullins beat the UMass goalie with a tight angle shot on the short side. Frank Morris and his tenacious defensive-minded teammates kept UMass all the ball. Frank made 11 saves.

The Friars wrapped up the last few weeks this past Friday night with a game against Boston College at the Eagles’ Alumni Stadium. A crowd of 300 people watched as both teams battled. "It had the edge in the first half as they outscored (1-0) and outshot (8-3) the Friars. Once again solid defensive play kept PC in the game. At 20:11 of the second half, Captain Tony Conte evened the score with a shot that deflected off an Eagles player. The Friars made a pick up after this goal and an aggressive BC team began to apply pressure. The Eagles had two more scoring chances with seven minutes and six minutes to play in the game. These drives were also turned away by Morris.

Boston College did score two additional goals with the last goal coming with no time left in the game. The final score was 3-1. With 2-4-5 record for the season, a slight brawl was started by Boston College at mid-field. This occurred when an obvious foul was overlooked by the official and tempers flared. It was only by luck that the Friars performance in this game and in the previous three has been nothing less than spectacular. They hope to better this record of 2-4-5 this week as they battle Boston University on Saturday at home.

The Providence College women’s tennis team has been very busy for the past two weeks with five matches. Though, they have had five matches and also hosted part of the Rhode Island Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women’s Tennis Tournament. PC started off with a match against Holy Cross on October 2. The Lady Friars won easily 8-1, claiming all but the third doubles match. One of the closer matches of the day was played by Patty Carver, the number three-singles player. Her match went to three sets before she finally overcame her opponent.

The highlight of the week was the Friars’ three-game Intercollegiate tourney in which Providence finished a respectable second to the always strong Brown team. Outstanding performances were turned in by freshman Elise Maglio and the doubles teams of Lisa Tutunjian and Ann Marie Mancini. Elise reached the semi-finals before bowing to the eventual runner-up in three sets, 6-4, 6-3, 6-4. Lisa and Ann Marie reached the semi-finals also, where they best to the eventual champions in the doubles division.

Another close match that PC was involved in was against Springfield College on October 14. This marked the return of PC’s former coach, Lisa Gilbride, who had coached the Lady Friars for five and one half years. PC gave Providence also had two other close matches which unfortunately they lost. On October 7, they played UConn but came up short on the end up the score 3-6. On October 12, they played UNF, losing 7-6, 6-3, 6-1. Providence also hosted the Rhode Island Intercollegiate Association Women’s Tennis Round Robin Tournament which was played by Vicki Govatos, a sophomore from Canton, Massachusetts. She won 7-5, 7-5 in one of the closer matches of the day.

During the past two weeks, Providence also had two other close matches which unfortunately they lost. On October 7, they played UConn but came up short on the end up the score 3-6. On October 12, they played UNF, losing 7-6, 6-3, 6-1. Providence also hosted the Rhode Island Intercollegiate Association Women’s Tennis Round Robin Tournament which was played by Vicki Govatos, a sophomore from Canton, Massachusetts. She won 7-5, 7-5 in one of the closer matches of the day.

When the Providence College hockey team decided to start the early season with a courtesy trip to University of San Diego, who, by the way, hiked to Schneider last year, they didn’t expect International to take advantage of them.

However, that’s exactly what happened this past weekend during the Friars’ two-game road opened against San Diego. The Friars narrowly defeat U.S. International 4-3 on Friday. The Gulls, who were featured last year in Sports Illustrated, shot back to back the victorious Friars 3-4 on Saturday.

Friday night, the West Coast fans filled the rink to capacity. After all, it is a rare occasion for them to see an Eastern team in action.

The first score of the 1981-82 season came from junior Kurt Kleinendorst, at 4:41 into the game. Four minutes later, powerplay teamwork led to a Jim Colluci score that pushed the Friars up by two goals. It was a short-lived advantage, though, as the Gulls tied it by the end of the first period.

The second period saw U.S. International’s first lead of the contest on a quick flip-shot past PC goalie Marco Proulx. Providence came right back, however, scoring a pair of powerplay tallies within two minutes. Colluci registered his second goal of the game with 25-foot wrist shot at 16:23 and Kurt Kleinendorst followed at almost the 11 minute mark. After two, it was 4-3 in favor of the Friars.

The last twenty minutes of play were rough. Once again, the San Diego team evened things up with the help of bustling Steve Slack. After a continuous back and forth battle, Steve Taylor finally got the winner on a pass from Gales Orlando with just three and one-half minutes remaining. Orlando, who was the 1981 New England Rookie of the Year, added one last open net score for the final 6-4.

Saturday night saw both teams making key changes. Don Billing, the International goaltender who had a remarkable first game with 34 saves, was replaced by junior Ken Bales. The Friars also made frequent line shifts and opted for senior Scott Fink to tend net.

After a scoreless first period, Providence took a quick 2-0 lead. Orlando scored the lead off goal during a scramble next to Bales. Next, it was Kurt Kleinendorst with his third goal in the two nights. This came on a freak deflection off the inside of a Gull defender. The middle period belonged to PC, but the last period saw a complete turnaround. It was all U.S. International as they fought back to tie the score. It was only by luck that the Friars happened to see an overtime period. Their defense was lagging while they failed to capitalize on late powerplay advantages.

The overtime was short but sweet. A backhand shot flew over down goalie Scott Fiske and U.S. International had won their first game of the year.

Both teams are now 1-1. The Friars will travel to North Dakota for their next contest on October 25.